CDC23 regulates cancer cell phenotype and is overexpressed in papillary thyroid cancer.
Cancer gender disparities have been observed for a variety of human malignancies. Thyroid cancer is one such example where there is a dramatic difference in the incidence, aggressiveness, and death rate by gender. The molecular basis for gender disparity is poorly understood. To address this, we performed genome-wide gene expression profiling in matched papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) samples and identified nine candidate genes differentially expressed by gender. One of these genes was CDC23 that was upregulated in PTC in men compared with women. Because the function and expression of CDC23 is unknown in eukaryotic cells, we further characterized the expression of CDC23 in normal, hyperplastic, and PTC tissue samples. We found CDC23 was overexpressed in PTC and absent in normal and hyperplastic thyroid tissue. In thyroid cancer cells, functional knockdown of CDC23 resulted in an increase in the number of cells in both the S and G(2)M phases of the cell cycle, and an inhibition of cellular proliferation, tumor spheroid formation, and anchorage-independent growth. Cellular arrest in both S and G(2)M phases was associated with significant cyclin B1 and securin protein accumulation after CDC23 knockdown. Moreover, the effect of CDC23 on cellular proliferation and cell cycle progression was reversed on triple knockdown studies of CDC23, cyclin B1, and securin. Our data taken together suggests CDC23 has important biologic effects on cell proliferation and cell cycle progression. The effect of CDC23 on cellular proliferation and cell cycle progression is mediated, at least in part, by cyclin B1 and securin protein levels. Therefore, we propose that CDC23 is a critical regulator of cell cycle and cell growth, and may be involved in thyroid cancer initiation and progression, and may explain the different tumor biology observed by gender.